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Simon neatly arranges 35 radio-controlled cars in 5 rows on the shelf. Find the 

number of cars placed in each row.

Diana bought two dolls for her nieces. How much did each doll cost, if she 

purchased them for $70?

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Jessica bakes 112 mu!ns in 7 batches. How many mu!ns does each batch 

contain?

On New Year’s Eve, the temperature fell by 24 degrees in a span of 6 hours.

By how many degrees did the temperature fall every hour?

Henry is an avid reader. He devours 90 pages in half-an-hour. How many pages

has Henry read per minute?

Four business class railcars in Acela express has a total capacity of 260

passengers. How many passengers can travel per railcar? 



Answer key
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Sheet 1

Simon neatly arranges 35 radio-controlled cars in 5 rows on the shelf. Find the 

number of cars placed in each row.

Diana bought two dolls for her nieces. How much did each doll cost, if she 

purchased them for $70?

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Jessica bakes 112 mu!ns in 7 batches. How many mu!ns does each batch 

contain?

On New Year’s Eve, the temperature fell by 24 degrees in a span of 6 hours.

By how many degrees did the temperature fall every hour?

Henry is an avid reader. He devours 90 pages in half-an-hour. How many pages

has Henry read per minute?

Four business class railcars in Acela express has a total capacity of 260

passengers. How many passengers can travel per railcar? 

16 mu!ns/batch

7 cars/row

$35/doll

4 degrees/hour

3 pages/minute

65 passengers/railcar



Robert can prepare 15 tacos in 5 minutes. Find the number of tacos he cooked

per minute.

Santa Claus distributed 45 gifts among 15 preschool children. How many gifts

did each child receive?

Yvonne purchased 2 cans of dried blueberries online. What amount did she 

spend on a can of blueberries, if she swiped her card for $56?

Joanna spent 60 minutes working out on 6 di�erent equipments at a gym. 

Calculate the time taken by Joanna to workout on each equipment.
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1)

2)

3)
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Gregg climbed 100 steps in 50 seconds. How many steps did he climb per 

second?

Bill eats 3 slices of cornbread for breakfast that contain a total of 543 calories.

How many calories does each slice contain? 
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Robert can prepare 15 tacos in 5 minutes. Find the number of tacos he cooked

per minute.

Santa Claus distributed 45 gifts among 15 preschool children. How many gifts

did each child receive?

Yvonne purchased 2 cans of dried blueberries online. What amount did she 

spend on a can of blueberries, if she swiped her card for $56?

Joanna spent 60 minutes working out on 6 di�erent equipments at a gym. 

Calculate the time taken by Joanna to workout on each equipment.

Answer key
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Gregg climbed 100 steps in 50 seconds. How many steps did he climb per 

second?

Bill eats 3 slices of cornbread for breakfast that contain a total of 543 calories.

How many calories does each slice contain? 

3 tacos/minute

3 gifts/child

$28/blueberry can

10 minutes/equipment

2 steps/second

181 calories/slice
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Katrina and her friends ordered for 4 pizzas at a local bistro. What is the cost 

of one pizza, if they were charged $48?

Lucy, a caricaturist drew 28 sketches of kids at a birthday event in a total of

224 minutes. Find the time spent to sketch one caricature.

Elizabeth took up an online typing test. She managed to type in 585 words in

9 minutes. How many words did she type per minute?

Helen clocked in 150 hours of work over a period of 25 days in November. How 

many hours of work did she put in per day?
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Dennis bought 24 tennis balls packed equally in 8 sets. How many tennis balls 

does each set contain?

Emma poured 40 !.oz of grape juice equally into 5 cups. How much grape 

juice does each cup contain?
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Katrina and her friends ordered for 4 pizzas at a local bistro. What is the cost 

of one pizza, if they were charged $48?

Lucy, a caricaturist drew 28 sketches of kids at a birthday event in a total of

224 minutes. Find the time spent to sketch one caricature.

Elizabeth took up an online typing test. She managed to type in 585 words in

9 minutes. How many words did she type per minute?

Helen clocked in 150 hours of work over a period of 25 days in November. How 

many hours of work did she put in per day?

Answer key
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Dennis bought 24 tennis balls packed equally in 8 sets. How many tennis balls 

does each set contain?

Emma poured 40 !.oz of grape juice equally into 5 cups. How much grape 

juice does each cup contain?

$12/pizza

8 minutes/caricature

65 words/minute

6 hours/day

3 tennis balls/set

8 !.oz of grape juice/cup
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Adam picked 240 oranges from his orchard. He packed them equally in 12

bags and sent them to the farmer’s market. How many oranges does each

bag contain?

Mary drove 560 miles nonstop in 7 hours to reach Pittsburgh. How many miles

did she drive per hour?
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Zach, a dishwasher in a fast food chain scrubs 660 plates in an hour. Calculate 

the number of plates he washed per minute.

Mike ran 4 laps in a park and covered a total distance of 28 miles. Find the 

distance covered in one lap.

Mandy spent 78 minutes to wrap 13 similar-sized Christmas gifts for her 

teachers. How long did it take her to wrap each gift?

A banquet hall had 98 chairs neatly arranged in 7 rows. Find the number of 

chairs per row.
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Adam picked 240 oranges from his orchard. He packed them equally in 12

bags and sent them to the farmer’s market. How many oranges does each

bag contain?

Mary drove 560 miles nonstop in 7 hours to reach Pittsburgh. How many miles

did she drive per hour?

Answer key
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Zach, a dishwasher in a fast food chain scrubs 660 plates in an hour. Calculate 

the number of plates he washed per minute.

Mike ran 4 laps in a park and covered a total distance of 28 miles. Find the 

distance covered in one lap.

Mandy spent 78 minutes to wrap 13 similar-sized Christmas gifts for her 

teachers. How long did it take her to wrap each gift?

A banquet hall had 98 chairs neatly arranged in 7 rows. Find the number of 

chairs per row.

20 oranges/bag

80 miles/hour

11 plates/minute

7 miles/lap

6 minutes/gift

14 chairs/row
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Lara completed 105 sit-ups in 3 minutes. How many sit-ups did she accomplish

per minute?

Amy’s Knitwear sold a total of 54 scarves equally over 6 days. Find the number

of scarves that were sold per day.

A gas station registers a total of 144 sales during 6 non-peak hours on Monday. 

Find the number of sales recorded per hour.

Ms. Wilkins divides 32 students in her class into groups of 8 for a class activity. 

How many students will you �nd in each group?
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Zara splits 255 candies equally into 51 bags for Halloween. What number of  

candies does each bag contain?

Penny distributes 70 sorbet bars equally among her 35 of her friends. How 

many sorbet bars did each of them get?
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Lara completed 105 sit-ups in 3 minutes. How many sit-ups did she accomplish

per minute?

Amy’s Knitwear sold a total of 54 scarves equally over 6 days. Find the number

of scarves that were sold per day.

A gas station registers a total of 144 sales during 6 non-peak hours on Monday. 

Find the number of sales recorded per hour.

Ms. Wilkins divides 32 students in her class into groups of 8 for a class activity. 

How many students will you �nd in each group?

Answer key
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Zara splits 255 candies equally into 51 bags for Halloween. What number of  

candies does each bag contain?

Penny distributes 70 sorbet bars equally among her 35 of her friends. How 

many sorbet bars did each of them get?

35 sit-ups/minute

9 scarves/day

 24 sales recorded/hour

4 students/group

5 candies/bag

2 sorbet bars/friend
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